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Abstract

Navigating the Web is one of important missions in the field of computer accessibility. Many specialized techniques for Visually Impaired People (VIP) succeed to extract the visual and textual information displayed on digital screens and transform it in a linear way: either through a written format on special Braille devices or a vocal output using text-to-speech synthesizers. However, many researches confirm that perception of the layout of web pages enhances web navigation and memorization. But, most existing screen readers still fail to transform the 2-dimension structures of web pages into higher orders. In this paper, we propose a new framework to enhance VIP web accessibility by affording a “first glance” web page overview, and by suggesting a hybrid segmentation algorithm to afford nested and easy navigation of web pages. In particular, the web page layout is transformed into a coarse grain structure, which is then converted into vibrating pages using a graphical vibro-tactile language. First experiments with blind users show interesting issues on touch-screen devices.

1 Introduction

In October 2013, the world health organization estimated that the number of Visually Impaired People (VIP) in the world is 285 million: 39 million of them are blind and 246 million have low vision. In particular, the organization defined four levels of visual functions depending on the international classification of diseases: normal vision, moderate visual impairment, severe visual impairment and blindness.

VIP depend on screen readers in order to deal with computer operating systems and computational programs. One of most important and desired targets by VIP is navigating the Web, considering the increased importance and expansion of web-based computational programs. Screen readers present some solutions to navigate the textual and graphical contents of web pages, either by transforming a web page into a written Braille, or into a vocal output. In addition to these solutions, some screen readers installed on touch devices transform a web page into a vocal-tactile output.

But, there are some drawbacks for these proposed solutions. On the one hand, Braille techniques are costly and only few number of VIP have learned Braille (in France in 2011, there were about 77,000 visually impaired people and only 15,000 of them had learned Braille). On the other hand, transforming the information of a web page into a vocal format might not be suitable in public and noisy environments. Finally most of Braille solutions are not suitable for mobile devices [Maurel et al, 2012]. In addition to these drawbacks, the most important one is the failure to transform the 2-dimension web page structure. Indeed, as reported by many authors, perceiving the 2D structure of web documents greatly improves navigation efficiency and memorization as it allows high level text reading strategies such as: rapid or cursory reading, finding or locating information, to name but a few [Maurel et al, 2003].

Our work focuses on developing and evaluating a sensory substitution system based on a vibro-tactile solution, which may solve the mentioned drawbacks. In particular, we study how to increase the VIP perception of a 2D web page structure and how to enhance their techniques to navigate the contents of
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web pages on touch-screen devices. The suggested solution is very cheap compared to Braille devices and may be efficient in noisy and public environments compared to vocal-tactile solutions.

Our contribution is three-fold: (1) designing a Tactile Vision Sensory System (TVSS) represented by an electronic circuit and an Android program in order to transform light contrasts of touch-screen devices into low-frequencies tactile vibrations; (2) designing an algorithm for segmenting web pages in order to support the visually impaired persons by a way which may enhance their ability to navigate the textual and graphical contents of web pages and (3) analyzing the effects of the suggested segmentation method on navigation models and tactics of blind persons, and its effect on enhancing their strategies for text reading and looking for textual information.

The paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, we review most advanced VIP targeted technologies. Then, in section 3, we describe the new proposed framework. In section 4, we view the state of the art for web pages segmentation methods. In the fifth section, our hybrid segmentation method is presented and how this method could be integrated in our framework. In section 6, we enumerate the desired effects of the proposed segmentation method on navigation models and tactics of blind persons, and how it may enhance their strategies for text reading and searching of textual information. Finally, in the seventh section, perspectives and conclusions are presented.

2 VIP targeted technologies

Current products for VIP such as screen readers mainly depend on speech synthesis or Braille solutions, e.g. ChromeVox, Windows-Eyes, or JAWS (Job Access With Speech). Braille displays are complex and expensive electromechanical devices that connect to a computer and display Braille characters. Speech synthesis engines convert texts into artificial speech, where the text is analyzed and transformed into phonemes. These phonemes are then processed using signal processing techniques.

Some screen readers can also support tactile feedback when working on touch-screen devices, such as Mobile Accessibility and Talkback for Android, or VoiceOver for iPad. Many of these products propose shortcuts for blind users to display a menu of HTML elements existing in the web page, for example headers, links and images. But, the main drawback of all these products is the fact that they transfer the information of web pages into a linear way i.e. without any indication of the 2-dimension global structure.

Many researches tried to enhance the way by which VIP interact with web pages, such as [Alaeldin et al, 2011], who proposed a tactile web navigator to enable blind people access the Web. This navigator extracts texts from web pages and sends them to a microcontroller responsible of displaying the text in Braille language using an array of solenoids. A tactile web browser for hypertext documents has been proposed by [Rotard et al, 2005]. This browser renders texts and graphics for VIP on a tactile graphics display and supports also a voice output to read textual paragraphs and to provide a vocal feedback.

The authors implemented two exploration modes, one for bitmap graphics and another one for scalable vector graphics. A pin matrix device is then used to produce the output signal for blind users. The main drawback of these two proposed systems is that they need specific devices (solenoids and pin matrix), which are expensive and cannot be integrated to handled devices such as PDAs or Tablet PCs. Another interesting model called MAP-RDF (Model of Architecture of Web Pages) has been proposed by [Bouissa et al, 2011]. This model allows representing the structure of a web page and provides blind users with an overview of the web page layout and the document structure semantics. Tactos is a perceptual interaction system, which has been suggested by [Lenay et al, 2003] and consists of three elements: (1) tactile simulators (two Braille cells with 8 pins) represent a tactile feedback system, (2) a graphics tablet with a stylus represents an input device and (3) the computer. More than 30 prototypes of Tactos have been released to serve a lot of users in many domains. Tactos has been successfully used to recognize simple and complex shapes. The device has been also used in geometry teaching domain in an institution for visually impaired and blind children. Tactos also allowed psychology researchers to propose and develop new paradigms for studying perceptions and mediated communication of blind persons [Tixier et al, 2013]. However, it shows the same drawback as the previous systems, which are expensive and need specific devices. Moreover, the blind user can only explore the web page with a stylus and both hands are occupied by the system. Moreover, it is unemployable for a large set of environments, for example in public.
3 Proposed Framework

The “first glance” can be defined as the ability to understand the document layout and its structural semantics in a blink of an eye [Maurel et al., 2012]. In this work, we aim to increase the ability of visually impaired persons to understand the 2-dimension web page layout in order to enhance their tactics to navigate the Web with a vibro-tactile feedback.

The first phase in our model is to extract visual structures in the navigated web page and convert these “visual” blocks into zones (or segments) to facilitate the navigation in later phases. We achieve this phase depending on a hybrid segmentation method. Then the system represents the extracted visual elements as symbols using a graphical language. The third phase is to browse these graphical symbols depending on the size of the used touched-screen device; and in the fourth phase, our system provides a vibro-tactile feedback when the blind user touches the tablet by giving the user a vibro-tactile feedback by transforming light contrasts of touch-screen devices into low-frequencies tactile vibrations. A tablet (Asus Model TF101 with Android operating system) has being used for our tests.

To achieve the desired system, we have designed an electronic circuit, which controls two micro-vibrators placed on two fingers. A Bluetooth connection with an Android tablet allows controlling the vibration intensity (i.e. amplitude) of vibrators. An Android dedicated program on the tablet views an image on the screen and detects where the user touches the tablet screen (the viewed image represents the result of web page segmentation). The intensity of the light emitted by the tablet at touched points is then transmitted to the embedded device in order to control the vibration intensity. In this paper, we focus only on the first phase (extracting visual structures in the navigated web page, and convert them into zones), with considering that detailed description of hardware components of the system, and results of pre-tests are described in [Maurel et al., 2012] and [Maurel et al., 2013].

4 Related Works

Segmenting a web page is a fundamental phase for understanding its global structure. Extracting the global structure of web pages is useful in many domains such as information retrieval, data extraction, and similarity of web pages.

Many approaches have been suggested for segmenting web pages, such as:
-1) DOM-based segmentation: it depends on analyzing the DOM tree (Document Object Model), and extracting the main structure of web pages depending on HTML tags. An example of this approach is the work of [Sanoja et al., 2013], which determines firstly the layout template of a web page, and then it divides the page into minimum blocks, and finally collects these minimum blocks into content blocks.
-2) Vision-based segmentation: this method divides the web page depending on the visual view of web page contents on a web browser. The most famous tool depends on this approach is VIPS (Vlson based Page Segmentation) [Deng et al., 2003].
-3) Image processing based segmentation: this approach captures an image for the visual view of a web page, and then depends on image processing techniques to divide the captured image into sub blocks [Cai et al., 2004] [Cao et al., 2010].
-4) Text-based Segmentation: this approach focuses on extracting only information about texts existed in a web page. After dividing the web page into blocks of texts, it could be possible to find the semantic relations between these textual blocks. This method is useful in many information retrieval domains such as question answering applications [Foucault e al, 2013].
-5) Fixed-length segmentation: this approach divides the web pages into fixed length blocks (passages), after removing all HTML tags, where each passage contains a fixed number of words [Callan, 1994].
-6) Densitometric analysis based segmentation: this approach depends on methods applied in quantitative linguistics, where text-density refers to a measure for identifying important textual segments of a web page [Kohlschütter et al, 2008].
-7) Graph-based segmentation: This approach depends on transforming the visual segments of a web page into graph nodes, then applying many common graph methods on these nodes for combining
them into blocks, or for making a clustering for these nodes. Some common works which depend on this approach are [Chakrabarti et al, 2008] [Liu et al, 2011].

-8) and Hybrid-based segmentation: This approach combines many approaches indicated previously.

5 Suggested Hybrid Segmentation Algorithm

Most of segmentation algorithms render firstly the web page using a web browser, and then segments the HTML elements into many blocks depending on the visual layout. The constructed hybrid segmentation algorithm has been tested on 154 pages collected manually from many newspaper and e-commerce sites (www.leparisien.fr, www.lefigaro.fr, www.liberation.fr, www.amazon.fr, www.materiel.net), and the results have been integrated with our under-development Android program. The obtained results are promised because the segmentation algorithm can extract well the web page blocks depending on the visual structure, and the algorithm can also convert correctly these blocks into zones (clustering the blocks). Our algorithm blends three segmentation approaches, DOM-based segmentation, vision-based segmentation, and graph-based segmentation.

Proposed Corpora

To achieve the previous mentioned model, we construct two corpora, one for training, and another for testing. We selected many criteria for crawling web pages, such as, the type of crawled pages (information web sites, and e-commerce web sites), the size (about 10,000 pages), the language (French), the version of web site (Classic, Mobile), and the technology used to build the crawled web site (framework JavaScript: JQuery, mootools, ... / CMS: Prestashop, Drupal, Joomla...).

5.1 Vision-Based Approach

In this phase, we render the web page using Mozilla FireFox browser, and getting its visual structure by injection Java-script code inside the HTML source code of the rendered web page. The obtained visual structure indicates a global hierarchy of the rendered web page, and assigns a bounding box for each HTML element. Figure 1.a represents a part of a web page, and the result of its vision-based segmentation is presented in figure 1.b.

![Figure 1](image.png)

(a) A part of a web page
(b) Vision-based segmentation

Figure 1. A part of a web page (leparisien.fr) and its vision-based segmentation

The input of this phase is a web page HTML source code, and its output is injected information about bounding boxes for each HTML element. In next sections, we refer to bounding boxes by blocks (i.e. each bounding box represents an HTML element, and may contain other bounding boxes.)

5.2 DOM-Based Approach

After segmenting a web page depending on its visual structure, we analyze its DOM structure by applying filters and re-organization rules for enhancing results of next phases. Dead-Nodes filter is an example of these filters: it deletes all HTML nodes that do not affect on the appearance, for example nodes with height or width equals to “0px” (zero pixel); or nodes with style properties (“display :
none" or "visibility:hidden"). An example of re-organization rules is Paragraph-Reorganization rule, where this rule re-constructs all paragraph child-nodes in one node contains the extracted text; we made this rule after analyzing many DOM structures, and observing that some paragraph nodes contain child-nodes which affect negatively on extracting the text, such as <i>, <span>, etc., and these child-nodes contain important texts. We made many filters and re-organization rules, and integrated them with our framework, and then we tested applying these rules and filters on the vision-based segmented web pages (154 pages mentioned previously). As a result of applying the two approaches (vision-based and DOM-based), we succeeded to get the first glance visual structure for many pages.

The result of this phase is a filtered DOM-tree, each of its nodes is visible and contains a bounding box information. Figure 1b represents a hierarchy of some HTML nodes, the first level contains 3 main blocks (B1, B2, and B3), and each one contains many sub blocks, for example B3 contains B3-1 and B3-2.

To illustrate results of applying previous two mentioned approaches, we represented an obtained filtered DOM-tree on the used tablet. Figure 2 views a graphical representation for a page web, since each rectangle represents a block in the analyzed web page. Red rectangles represent images (<img> tags), green rectangles represent links (<a> tags), blue rectangles represent list of items (<ul> or <ol> tags), and finally, black rectangles represent paragraphs (<p> tags).

![Figure 2. A graphical representation for a page web (leparisien.fr)](image)

5.3 Graph-Based Approach

After segmenting the web page depending on its visual structures and analyzing its DOM-structure, we apply a new graph-based segmentation algorithm which called “Blocks2Zones Clustering” in order to group many similar blocks together in one zone. Clustering many blocks together is necessary in order to decrease the number of viewed blocks in some interfaces (instead of viewing many blocks, we view one zone represents these blocks and then the user can navigate intra-elements inside the zone by double clicking on the graphical element of the chosen zone.), and to group closed blocks in one zone (here, closeness depends on distances between blocks, this will be described next sections in details). The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is:

Blocks2Zones Clustering Algorithm

Input (Blocks, N° of desired Zones)
Output: Graph of N nodes (N Zones)
1- Transform the blocks into a graph (Non-Directed graph)
   1.1. Blocks → Nodes,
   1.2. Make relations between the nodes, and assign weights for these relations.
2- If number of zones >= number of blocks
   end the algorithm,
Else
3- Find the node with the smallest size (node A) (Figure 3.a (6 zones), Figure 3.b (5 zones))
4- For node A, find the relation which has the largest weight (node B). (Figure 3.a (6 zones),
   Figure 3.b (5 zones))
5- Group the nodes A, and B (A+B). (Figure 3.a (5 zones), Figure 3.b (4 zones))
6- Repeat steps 3-4-5 till number of blocks == number of zones
Figure 3 represents some examples of applying this algorithm, where each rectangle represents a zone (a block or a collection of blocks), and the center of each ellipse represents the zone center.

(a) Converting 6 zones to 5 zones
(b) Converting 5 zones to 4 zones

Figure 3. Examples of applying Blocks2Zones clustering Algorithm

To calculate weights between nodes, we tested 2 relations of distances: the first one is Minkowski Manhattan distance \( d(p, q) = d(q, p) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |p_i - q_i| \), and the second is Minkowski Euclidian distance \( d(p, q) = d(q, p) = \sqrt{(p_1 - q_1)^2 + (p_2 - q_2)^2 + \ldots + (p_n - q_n)^2} \). To ensure which distance should be used, we applied an internal quality criterion for the two used distances; the applied criterion is Sum of Squared Error (SSE) \( SSE = \sum_{K=1}^{n} \sum_{x_1 \in C_K} ||x_1 - \alpha_i||^2 \) Where \( C_k \) is the set of instances in cluster \( K \), and \( \alpha_{k,j} = \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{x_1 \in C_K} x_{1,j} \).

Results of applying SSE measure on the two distances (Minkowski Manhattan, and Minkowski Euclidian) were the same; which means that using either Minkowski Manhattan distance or Minkowski Euclidian distance is equal in our algorithm to calculate weights between nodes.

Applying this hybrid segmentation algorithm on a filtered DOM-tree (obtained from applying Vision-based approach then Dom-based approach) converts a web page to a set of zones, each zone contains many other zones or blocks, and each block represents a visual structure and may contain many other blocks. The purpose of the proposed vibro-tactile access protocol is then to transform the semantic of symbols in these zones, or blocks, or HTML elements into vibrations with different frequencies and amplitudes.

6 Desired Effects of Suggested Algorithm on Web Navigation Models of VIP

We had finished designing the suggested algorithm, and integrated it with our framework. However, practical experiments with VIP are the most important criteria to select success or failing this algorithm in enhancing VIP web navigation models, and this is our next step to be achieved. But, depending on our previous experiments in dealing with VIP targeted techniques, we can expect some desired effects of the proposed segmentation method on navigation models and tactics of blind persons, and how it may enhance their strategies for text reading and searching of textual information.

Firstly, this segmentation model can give VIP an impression of the layout of navigated web page (first glance layout), and (as indicated previously) perceiving the 2D structure of web documents greatly improves navigation efficiency and memorization.

Secondly, this suggested segmentation method can group together many closed blocks in one zone, and in this way the user can select easily if these zone contents are important for him/her or not, for example collecting all header blocks in one zone, or collecting all footer blocks in one zone.
Thirdly, this model can allow high level text reading strategies such as rapid or cursory reading or locating information, this can be achieved by ignoring navigating any zone does not contain textual information. By the way if one zone contains textual information, the user can navigate it and decide if it contains important information for him/her or not.

7 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we summarized our current work which aims to design an approach for non-visual access to web pages on touch-screen devices, and we focused on the suggested hybrid segmentation algorithm. We expect that integrating this method of segmentation with the designed vibro-tactile protocol can give VIP an impression of the first glance layout of web pages.

In the same way that the environment enables a blind person to move in space with sidewalks and textures which will be explored by his/her white cane, we hope giving the blind user an ability to navigate documents depending on "textual sidewalks" and "graphical paths" which will be discovered by his/her finger.

Next steps in this research will be 1) making real experiments to study effects of suggested segmentation algorithm on VIP web navigation models, 2) adding advances techniques in text summarization to facilitate navigating textual information, 3) adding elements to the graphical vibro-tactile language in order to represent more HTML elements such links, buttons, input fields, and other elements, 4) we plan also to add thermic actuators for translating the notion of colors. This may be very useful and hopeful for blind users to transfer information about colors.
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